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Corn: 

Most of the area dryland corn has been harvested but there are a few fields of later planted corn that will 

soon be harvested.  I’ve heard a report of some irrigated fields in Robertson County topped out at around 220 

bushels/acre.  I wish all of our dryland fields across the Southern Blacklands could average that kind of yield!  I 

guess we can be hopeful for next year.   

Grain Sorghum: 

At this point I believe all sorghum in the area has been harvested.  Some of these fields have already been 

baled up for hay as well.                                                                                       

Cotton: 

This late in the growing season the only real concern right now is in the later planted cotton fields that have 

enough younger bolls that are still susceptible to stinkbug damage.  I’ve pulled some boll samples in some 

fields this week to determine if there is enough damage to bolls to warrant an application.  What I’ve found is 

from boll sampling this week, it appears that damage to younger, more tender bolls in the upper part of the 

plant has not been as widespread as I suspected it would be based on the number of bolls with black lesions 

on them.  Black lesions do not always mean that stinkbugs have punctured and, thus, damaged a boll.  Figures 

1 and 2 show the internal warts caused by stinkbugs on the inside of the boll wall.  Both of these bolls showed 

no outward appearance of stinkbug damage so in these cases one must randomly select bolls and check for 

internal warts or stained lint.             

                                                   

     Figure 1.  Cotton boll wart.                  Figure 2. Five cotton boll warts. 

 



Figure 1 has one boll wart on the left side of this boll sample.  Noticed the discolored center of the boll wart 

and how the wart sticks up from the boll wall.  Fiigure 2 is two parts of the same boll where there are two boll 

warts on the left part and 3 boll warts on the right side of this sample.  The fifth wart is a little hard to see but 

is on the left top of the right side sample. 

If you have mid to late May planted cotton then you likely have some younger bolls now that are likely 

susceptible to stinkbugs.  Cotton planted at this time should be approximately in the seventh week of bloom.  

Cotton at this stage would have a 30% damaged boll threshold.  If you have late planted cotton that I have 

described above, and you do not have a crop consultant or IPM person checking your cotton then you may 

want to do some sampling on your own.  To do this you need to pull a minimum of 10 random bolls about an 

inch in diameter from the upper part of the cotton plants.  You need to pull these bolls from four locations, or 

quadrants of the field.  Next, once you’ve sampled the fields you need to, go to a cool place to begin popping 

the bolls open and check for either stained lint or boll warts (look for both) as shown in the above figures. 

My boll sampling this week revealed only two fields with stinkbug damage.  One field had 5% damaged bolls 

and the other had 10%.  In this case neither of these fields needs treating since they are under the 30% 

threshold. 

Figure 3 below shows a recent first shot of defoliant in Williamson County.  This is a random field I happened 

to come across so I do not know what was sprayed on it.  I do know 

some fields are getting treated with a Ginstar + Dropp (generic 

Takedown in some cases), which will be followed by a shot of 

Gramoxone, or generic equivalent, to dessicate any stuck or 

remaining green leaves.  There may be other combinations that will 

work good enough but the hurdle we have to clear this year is the 

drought stressed plants that will likely cause some defoliants to not 

work as well.  I guess we’ll see. 

Another interesting I noticed in this field is that it appeared as 

though many of the upper bolls on these plants looked like they 

were nearly as large as the lower bolls.  Obviously this will help out 

on its’ overall yield.  This is certainly not true of later planted fields 

I’ve observed.  Later planted fields have suffered due to the hot and  

dry conditions we’ve had for what seems like an eternity.  As a  

      result, upper bolls on the late cotton will not contribute near as 

Figure 3.  Defoliant on cotton in   much to overall yield this year. 

Williamson County. 
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